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Abstract—Interactive digital storytelling becomes a form of
information presentation in many fields. Its application spans
from media industry through digital cultural heritage, serious
games, information visualization to contemporary theater and
visual arts. In order to develop a new digital storytelling
methodology – hyper-storytelling, we engaged a team of multidis-
ciplinary experts from computer science, visual arts, literature,
film directing, psychology, communicology and human computer
interaction. In this paper we present the first findings of this
team in form of guidelines for interactive digital storytelling
presentations of cultural heritage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Internet and social networks age the perception of in-
formation has been changed. The users are bombarded by bits
and pieces of information every second. They have no patience
any more to read long text or to watch a long video. The time
they are ready to dedicate to one topic is shrinking rapidly.

Therefore information presentations methods are also
changing. The content is divided in hyperlinked structures,
giving the users on the first sight an overview of what they can
find inside. Digital storytelling is following this methodology.
Nowadays there are online applications presenting the content
as a serial of short stories, enabling the viewer to choose how
deeply he/she wishes to dive into the information. Still, there
is no universal solution for all possible presentation areas.

Although the area of use for interactive digital storytelling
is expanding fast, in our research we focus on its application
in virtual cultural heritage presentation and serious games. We
study the ways how documentary historic information about
a heritage object or site can be conveyed in an engaging and
immersive way to general audience in museums and online.

Handler Miller defines digital storytelling as the use of
digital media platforms and interactivity for narrative purposes,
either for fictional or for non-fiction stories [1]. Interactive
digital storytelling (IDS) enables the user to influence the flow
and sometimes even the content of the story. This new form

of conveying information involves professionals from multiple
disciplines.

In our attempt to develop a new method for interactive
digital storytelling: hyper-storytelling, we engaged experts
from computer science, visual arts, film directing, literature,
psychology, communicology and human computer interaction.
They have analyzed a sample interactive digital storytelling
application and offered their insights and recommendations to
be embedded in the new methodology.

In this paper we present the conclusions of this work in form
of guidelines upon which the hyper-storytelling method will
be founded. In Section 2 we offer a brief overview of related
work in IDS field with particular emphasis on virtual cultural
heritage applications and serious games. Section 3 presents
results of expert user evaluation of the sample IDS application.
This user study was conducted in order to introduce the
interdisciplinary team members with the topic and goals of the
research. In Section 4 we will summarize the recommendations
of interdisciplinary experts in form of guidelines for future IDS
applications. Section 5 contains our conclusions and future
work directions.

II. RELATED WORK

California State University, Chico, class generated a five-
part definition of digital stories, according to which, for as-
sessment purposes, they should: include a compelling narration
of a story; provide a meaningful context for understanding the
story being told; use images to capture and/or expand upon
emotions found in the narrative; employ music and other sound
effects to reinforce ideas; invite thoughtful reflection from their
audience(s) [2]. This definition introduces some key words for
our research: narration, images, music, emotions. It shows that
only multidisciplinary teams can combine all these notions into
an interactive application.

All authors in the literature agree that the foundation for
successful IDS applications is the skillful use of general story-
telling principles defined through history in all kinds of media.
Aristotle’s seven golden rules (plot, character, theme, dialog,



music, décor, spectacle) are easily recognized in engaging and
immersive interactive digital stories [3].

Hero’s journey is another storytelling structure which is or
could be used in IDS. It is a pattern of narrative identified
by the American scholar Joseph Campbell that appears in
drama, storytelling, myth, religious ritual, and psychological
development [4]. It describes the typical adventure of the
archetype known as The Hero, the person who goes out
and achieves great deeds on behalf of the group, tribe, or
civilization. The proposed structure consists of 12 stages,
starting with introduction of Hero’s world, describing the call
for adventure and following him through different obstacles
until the desired goal is fulfilled. This structure is better
suited for adventure movies and novels then for documentary
narrative, but some elements could be applied.

As the focus of our research is IDS in virtual cultural
heritage applications and serious games, we present here some
examples of such projects and discuss their advantages and
drawbacks.

Etruscanning 3D project [5] is an IDS application cre-
ated to present findings from Etruscan Regolini-Galassi tomb
through an interesting combination of storytelling with 3D
environment of the tomb and interactive models of artefacts
found there. The user stands in front of the screen where
the virtual environment of the tomb is projected and interacts
with the application using gesture-based interaction interface
with Kinect motion sensor. This project is a great example
how to use storytelling to convey to the user the history and
importance of archaeological findings. However, gesture-based
interface limits its usability to a museum setup.

Admotum application created within the Keys to Rome
exhibition on Roman culture during the rule of Emperor
Augustus, is a serious game engaging the user in the quest for
objects from 4 involved museums [6]. The exhibition was held
in 2014 at the same time in Rome, Alexandria, Amsterdam and
Sarajevo, with goal to present different parts of Roman Empire
at that time through a combination of museum collections and
digital content. Admotum application was designed as a tresure
hunt, where the users explore first the virtual environments
of Roman objects from their location, and, upon finding all
objects, they can unlock virtual environments from remaining
three locations and look for their objects. Storytelling plays
significant role in this application, as every virtual reconstruc-
tion and particular objects are described through narrations of
virtual characters. However, the users are so engaged with not
simple gesture-based navigation, that most of them do not pay
much attention to stories they hear.

The mentioned projects open new research questions which
will be addressed within our research for a new IDS method-
ology. The first question is how to obtain maximum user
immersion in the virtual presentation of cultural heritage.
Secondly, it is important to build applications with high level
of edutainment, e.g. to convey enough infomation to educate
the user in historical context of heritage object or site, while
making him/her amused and engaged by the presentation.
Virtual environments with interactive storytelling enable the

user to watch stories on demand. This advantage could turn
into a drawback if users do not watch all offered content. In
literature this is called solving the narrative paradox. It is the
conflict between pre-authored narrative structures, especially
plot, and the freedom a virtual environment (VE) offers a user
in physical movement and interaction, integral to a feeling of
physical presence and immersion [7]. The new IDS method
should introduce a motivation factor for users to view the
whole offered content.

III. EXPERT USER EVALUATION OF THE SAMPLE IDS
APPLICATION

In order to facilitate the work of interdisciplinary experts
on development of a new IDS method – hyper-storytelling,
there was a need to familiarize them with typical demands of
IDS applications for cultural heritage presentations and serious
games. Such applications usually consist of stories, interactive
3D models of cultural heritage (CH) artifacts and interactive
virtual environments (IVE) presenting reconstructions of cul-
tural monuments’ original appearance. The users can virtually
explore the IVEs, watch or listen to the stories and learn
about the purpose and historical context of selected objects.
The applications are usually on-line or accessible for mobile
download, but they can as well be set up in a museum. Some
of them introduce augmented reality elements for combining
the digital content with landmarks and on site elements.

User experience evaluation studies of existing IDS applica-
tions have shown the following major drawbacks:

- stories are too long to keep the attention of users
- users have problems with navigation in IVEs and do not

find triggers for all stories
- the content is missing the motivational factor which would

keep the user engaged until all of it is explored
- there is too much information which is not well structured

and makes users bored
- the application does not give satisfactory user experience

to all audience target groups
- serious games for cultural heritage are too easy or too

difficult for playing

A. The sample IDS application - White Bastion

White Bastion is a fortress overlooking the city of Sarajevo.
It has been guarding the access to the city since medieval
period. Through its history it has changed appearance several
times.

4D virtual presentation project [8] introduces Internet users
with the history of the fortress, its appearance from medieval,
Ottoman and Austria-Hungarian period till present times,
through interactive digital stories. This application [9] has
been selected as a sample IDS application for introducing the
interdisciplinary team experts with main characteristics and
goals of IDS for cultural heritage.

The White Bastion application structure is displayed in
Figure 1. The user can watch on demand 10 digital stories and
explore 6 interactive virtual models of the fortress. The intro
story presents the overview of the content implemented inside



Fig. 1. White Bastion project structure

the application. Stories about medieval, Ottoman and Austrian-
Hungarian period offer more details on events and characters
related with the fortress in those times. Some of interactive
virtual environments also contain stories about particular parts
of the fortress and its inhabitants. They also contain models
of digitized archaeological findings from the site with their
virtual reconstructions. This application can easily be set up
in the museum, possibly next to the artifacts found on the
site, which will just add to the visitors’ experience and not
influence their perception of the application itself, nor the
proposed guidelines.

Initial user evaluation study has shown some drawbacks
in the concept of White Bastion IDS application. Most of
the users have not seen all digital stories. Some of them
could not orientate in interactive virtual environments and find
stories inside them. Although majority of participants have
appreciated presented IDS concept, particularly the narrator
character, the eternal soldier of the fortress, they drew our
attention to possible improvements. As the initial user eval-
uation has been conducted with variety of user target groups
(Bosnian, non-Bosnian, different computer literacy, different
ages and professional backgrounds), we considered as useful
to evaluate the same application with interdisciplinary experts.
This evaluation will identify the flaws of the concept and
contribute to new IDS method development.

B. The interdisciplinary team

A common issue in new on-line media research is that it
is constrained to just one scientific field. Interactive digital
storytelling, as a novel form of media communication, needs
to be considered by experts from all relevant fields in order
to develop a new methodology appreciated by all user target
groups. Here we present arguments for engaging particular
multidisciplinary experts in our research team.

1. Computer science
Computer science is a point of synthesis for all team mem-

bers’ contributions. The computer scientists will implement
the new IDS method on Internet media. In the method devel-
opment phase they gather information and recommendations
from remaining team members and decide with them which
of their recommendations should be incorporated in the final
research product.

2. Psychology
One of the main goals of the new IDS method is to transfer

knowledge to the user. Cognitive psychology offers a large
set of tools to be implemented in this research to obtain the
highest level of learning the presented information. The hyper-
storytelling method will be developed and evaluated following
suggestions of this expert who will identify its advantages over
existing IDS methods.

3. Communicology



Internet media has its rules and laws of presenting infor-
mation. The communicologist contributes to this research by
suggesting the most appropriate ways of adjusting the IDS to
this media, with goal of obtaining maximum user immersion
into the story/application. The new IDS method should pro-
duce educational, fun and easy to use IDS applications. The
communicologist will offer patterns for achieving this goal in
the novel way.

4. Film arts - directing
Interactive digital stories created using the new method

contain a large amount of film forms. In fact, they are a
combination of movies and interactive virtual environments
such as in computer games. The director has a leading role in
creation of these movies, as well as directing the interaction
in the VEs, to obtain the most user friendly combination and
enable the user to learn the presented information.

5. Literature - storytelling
The writer of interactive digital stories’ scenarios is ad-

justing his storytelling methodology to the Internet media.
Now he has on his disposal an enhanced set of tools, instead
of pure text, to tell the story. In collaboration with the
director and other team members, he decides on narrative
method, characters and user interaction, in order to raise the
attractiveness for the users.

6. Visual arts - graphics design
Graphics design expert is in charge of the visual appearance

of the IDS application, starting with user interface, until the
picture elements distribution and shot composition. He needs
to define a set of rules to be applied on the IDS application
to make it visually appealing for the user, who should interact
with it in an easy and natural way

7. Human-computer interaction (HCI)
For a long time the success of products which involve in-

teraction has been measured by the quality of user experience.
There are different existing methods and approaches for user
experience evaluation, some of them general, some linked to a
specific application domain. The expert from this field will de-
velop and apply a new method for user experience evaluation
dedicated to the IDS. Through a set of user studies we will
assess the advantages of the proposed methods. The evaluation
will encompass the quality of interaction and information
perception, and focus on the following heuristics important for
digital storytelling: user immersion and edutainment value.

C. The user experience evaluation study

We conducted several user experience evaluation studies
of the White Bastion application. The initial user experience
evaluation results [8] have shown that users appreciated in-
teractive storytelling more than linear one, empathized with
narrator character and learned information about this cultural
monument in an attractive and immersive way. The main
drawback of the application was, according to them, the
difficult navigation in IVEs which prevented them to find
triggers to all digital stories.

In this paper we present results of the same user study
performed on experts from interdisciplinary IDS development

team. They were requested to visit the website of the project,
explore its content and then fill out an online survey ques-
tionnaire. The questions in the user evaluation survey covered
the following topics, which represent the objectives of our
evaluation:

- Information perception: to find out how much users
learned about the White Bastion from our application;

- Interactive digital storytelling: to evaluate the concept;
Questions in this section were focused on assessing the number
of stories users have seen, users evaluation of the narrative, the
narrator character, music, graphics and computer animation in
the stories.

- Evaluation of IVEs: to establish the quality of presentation,
navigation and interaction; to discover if our triggers for inside
stories and reconstructions of archaeological findings were
intuitive enough for users to find and explore this content;

- Overall user satisfaction: to identify strengths and weak-
nesses in development of the application.

The psychologist has evaluated the White Bastion appli-
cation from the aspect of cognitive load theory [10], in-
tegration of cognitive load theory and concepts of human
computer interaction [11] and process model of hypertext
reading [12] applied to hypermedia. He divided his obser-
vations into macro and micro levels. Appreciating the home
page as an ”organizer” which would decrease the cognitive
load as recommended in [13], he noted the possibility of
esthetic and functional improvements to make the page more
dynamic and attractive. The possibility for users to choose
their way through the presented information was recognized
as respecting the segmentation principle which contributes to
optimization of the intrinsic load. Rather long loading time
of interactive virtual environments he qualifies as decrease of
the presentation’s usability. On the level of digital stories, he
appreciated the possibility for users to control the presentation.
Finally, he noted redundancy in information presentation in
occasions when the same information is presented visually
and also in the narration simultaneously. These concurrent
presentations compete and increase cognitive load.

The communicologist stated that in the American modern
journalism there are two kinds of genres: news and story.
According to [14], in order to be communicable, the presen-
tation of information needs to contain three elements: to have
logical foundation, to be attractive and to be ethical. She found
that White Bastion, as a novel way of presenting information,
invokes curiosity founded on known denotations and motivates
users to stay with it till the end. The presentation could be
enriched with adding legends or personal experiences of the
narrator-soldier character, such as love, prayer or feelings. She
recommends addition of sign language interface for persons
with special needs.

The graphics designer has noted the lack of unique visual
style for user interface of the web site and design of digital
stories’ elements. The whole presentation should have had
a logo, coherent font selection, navigation and screen ele-
ments. He appreciated the esthetics of video production. An
intro sentence or short sequence should have been added to



introduce users what they could expect from the presented
content. Virtual environments could have been more realistic
with better illumination and render quality.

The storywriter states that the main quality of interactive
information presentation in White Bastion application is en-
tering the creative field of possibilities, which enables us to
follow the already established reflexes of the recipient who
is an experienced consumer of cyber contents and interactive
communication and offer him/her to gain knowledge in such
familiar way. Drawbacks are in not implemented possibility
to further use creative tools for pageant of different situations
from the story through film or visual arts.

HCI expert has performed the heuristic evaluation of White
Bastion application based on [15]. She noted that the clickable
objects in VEs are not enough emphasized and the navigation
in VEs is not intuitive. It would be useful to introduce a
Help section where the user could be introduced with most
important features of user interface.

The film director considers that being the White Bastion
implemented with minimal budget is not noticeable on the
implementation of the project. The contents is interesting,
coherent and systematic. He appreciates the digital stories as
poetically stylistic and the excellent performance of the actor-
narrator who was interpreting historical facts in real location.
All contributing elements such as text, costume and rhythm
should be appreciated. The application succeeded to recreate
the atmosphere of the past times in a way attractive to the
modern spectator. The general remark is absence of stylistic
unity of the ”gestalt”, particularly a visual one, being it a basis
of the media we are dealing with. The visual aspect on the
level of information theory is the first step of keeping the
consumer, as it creates the decisive first impression.

IV. GUIDELINES FOR INTERACTIVE DIGITAL
STORYTELLING

As Denard in [16] established the London charter,
internationally-recognised principles for the use of computer-
based visualisation by researchers, educators and cultural
heritage organisations, in this paper we will present the foun-
dations for ”Sarajevo charter” - set of guidelines for interactive
digital storytelling presentations of cultural heritage. These
guidelines are provided by interdisciplinary experts from com-
puter science, visual arts, literature, film directing, psychology,
social sciences and human computer interaction after their
evaluation of a sample IDS application White Bastion. In the
recent future we plan to publish the Sarajevo Charter website
which will contain objectives, guidelines, links to projects
and bibliography of interactive digital storytelling for cultural
heritage applications.

The psychologist concludes that for IDS to fulfill the usabil-
ity criteria, we need to decrease unnecessary cognitive load,
adjust the intrinsic and increase the relevant load. According
to learning principles derived from cognitive load theory, a
digital story will be more educationally efficient if:

- both text and pictures are used, instead just text (multi-
media principle)

- text and pictures are temporary integrated (principle of
divided attention)

- graphics content is used with narration instead of written
text (modality principle)

- one information is not presented in two or more forms
(redundancy principle)

- key information is emphasized within information organi-
zation structure (signalization principle)

- unnecessary material is excluded (coherence principle)
- material is presented in segments and the user has control

over them, instead of linear structure (segmentation principle)
- for beginner users all kinds of organizers are provided
- the application is easy to use
The communicologist has a different opinion regarding

redundancy. She states that qualitative redundancy should
be introduced in IDS, as one of 3 main common elements
of information presentation genres (novum, redundancy and
value) [17]. She recommends the hourglass narration structure
for storytelling. The information should be segmented in short
structural units, connected similarly as 1001 night stories,
constantly keeping the user’s attention, even attracting him to
come back to the story. Key words for the new IDS concept
should be attractiveness and edutainment value. Apart from
the narrative, very important are richness of picture (colors)
and sound, significantly contributing to attractiveness of the
application.

The graphics designer emphasizes importance of user ex-
perience quality. The user interface should contain movement
and animation to enrich the overall satisfaction. Design trends
and technologies should be followed and applied. Lately
parallax scrolling has showed great results for interactive sto-
rytelling applications. The users appreciate to be lead through
presentation without investing much effort, but we need to
leave a detail or two for those who like exploring. Historical
storytelling should be enriched with a human element (for
example hand drawing) to create some warmness and soften
the communication. Unique visual style of all used elements
(web site, individual stories, live footage, text and illustrations)
enhances user satisfaction.

The storywriter has described interactive perspectives of
digital storytelling through the following elements:

Storytelling: Art of storytelling follows socio-cultural and
techno-aesthetic changes. The digital revolution has opened
new possibilities for storytelling techniques. Digital story-
telling is becoming creative combination of accessible tech-
nologies enhancing the traditional approach through unity of
picture, sound and movement with the narrative, in order to
transfer the story message.

Multimedia narrative: Multimedia is a result of combina-
tion of text, picture, sound, photograph, animation, movie
and other types of new media, in cyber space also the
hypertext. It is extremely important to arrange the narrative
aspect with visual, interactive and compositional elements in
a functional entirety. The content should not have unique flow
of reading/watching/listening, but the user should be able to
determine it dynamically.



Process model: Narrative content is open for interaction and
connecting various media elements in one entirety. The most
important task in developing this new media and storytelling
expression is definition of an efficient process model.

Narration visualization: Design process is never the idea
of only one of its structural elements, but a process, a set,
a coherent thought about external and internal, a detail as
well as a whole. Digital idea design means conception of
visual style content components, derived from the demands
of narrative. Visual component is nowadays a foundation of
human communication, the same and even more than the text.

Interactive narrative: The goal of interactive narrative is not
to author the story, but to offer the contextual building blocks
and environment where narration could be discovered or built
by the user. The key concept of interactive narrative is the
ability of users to make decisions on the narrative.

Goals of interactive narrative: Successful interactive nar-
rative is designed according to the user needs to provide
him/her a pleasant and inspiring experience. This includes
all experience aspects (physical, sensual, cognitive, emotional
and esthetic). The first step in creating such narrative is clear
definition of the main message and emotion of the story, as
often neglected category of narrative aspect.

Structure of interactive narrative: Interactive project starts
with developing a concept which connects the user expe-
rience and intellectual involvement with the user interface
and contents. The story is experienced through its content
elements instead as a linear narrative. This includes creation of
a structure in which the content components will be arranged
to form the complete narrative user experience.

Motivation in interactive narrative: The curiosity of the
user is a moving force through interactive story. It motivates
him/her to pass all steps of interaction.

Interaction design: User experience could be divided in 3
aspects: the form - dealt with by graphics design through
creation of a visual language for communicating the content;
behavior - shaping user’s behavior towards the story, its form
and content; content - created by animators, sound artists, and
information architects.

The HCI expert states that, based on 10 Nielsen’s usability
heuristics [18], IDS applications should provide users with
a sense of control and consequently: contain information
on navigation in VEs, emphasize trigger objects for certain
actions and enhance integration of interactive 3D geometry
and narrative content. For successful user evaluation of IDS
applications, Nielsen’s heuristics should be extended with
evaluation of experience related to content (content itself,
personalization, strategy, presentation modes interconnection),
as well as experience related with navigation through the story
and within interactive virtual environments.

The film director
Since discovery of the first camera, film art has been

founded on tradition of novels, drama and performing arts.
After that, the sound was introduced, followed by music. Var-
ious elements joined through development of film technology,
but film art still remained the same as at the beginning -

telling a story. Interactive digital storytelling needs to inherit
all elements taken over from film, to follow the film language
syntax and grammar, to appreciate scenario as a movie on
paper, to respect film’s internal logic and convey its message.
If a movie director was asked the difference between film
and theater directing, he would say it is the same except the
tools are different, according to the media. This applies to
IDS as well. Furthermore, such a novel media brings us an
opportunity and a challenge to become pioneers of its poetics.

Particular recommendations for the new IDS method would
be the following: stories have to be short, informative and
dynamic; structure should be defined by a content editor(s)
instead of a director; actors should be used to enrich docu-
mentary information and add emotion to it.

Computer science experts emphasized importance of mea-
suring immersion and edutainment value of IDS applications,
as a quantitative parameter for their evaluation. They state
that a crucial element for IDS applications, particularly those
which contain interactive virtual environments, is to solve the
narrative paradox and motivate users to explore all offered
content completing the story. Interactive virtual environments
introduce additional immersive aspect to interactive digital
stories, as users have possibility to browse recreated cultural
monuments and watch related stories inside them. IDS ap-
plications need to be portable to all platforms, desktop and
mobile devices.

Adding up all presented considerations, we can summarize
them in the following guidelines for IDS presentations of
cultural heritage:

• engage professionals for all content creation fields
• all content has to have unique visual identity
• use multimedia and virtual reality
• divide content in sub stories which can be watched

independently
• stories should be short, dynamic and informative
• use characters to communicate emotion and raise edu-

tainment value
• introduce motivation factor to solve the narrative paradox
• create IDS application to be platform independent
According to these guidelines the hyper storytelling IDS

application development process can be described by workflow
diagram in Figure 2.

The diagram shows that development of hyper-storytelling
application consists of preproduction, production and post
production stages. This is a common workflow for digital
production process [19], but we extended it with a number
of elements particular for IDS. In preproduction the producer,
director and visual artist should agree upon the scenario and
visual styling of the application. All production planning
activities (actors casting, location scouting, team members
selection, budget planning) are performed in this stage. The
production will be performed according to the scenario and
storyboard, the main results of this stage. Production stage
includes all assets creation (music, illustrations, footage, com-
puter animations, 3D models), web design and design of
interactive virtual environments. In postproduction stage all



Fig. 2. Hyper storytelling workflow

results of the previous stage are put together through editing
and implemented on the web site.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented research undertaken by an
interdisciplinary team of experts from computer science, visual
arts, film directing, literature, psychology, communicology and
human computer interaction, aimed to develop a new method
of interactive digital storytelling for cultural heritage presen-
tation: hyper-storytelling. The experts offered their insights in
concept, structure and elements which an IDS presentation
needs to contain in order to achieve maximum level of user
immersion and offer the most satisfactory edutainment expe-
rience. This research shows the need to view IDS as editorial
content assembled according to rules of multiple professions,
each contributing in its own way to the common product.

Future work of this team will consist of creating the pilot
IDS application according to the established guidelines. That
application will be evaluated by user experience studies and

measured its immersion and edutainment levels. According to
results of these studies the new IDS concept will be adjusted
and finalized.
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